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I. INTRODUCTION
Athos Meta is the “biological son” of the Athos Meta Capital. Possessing a diverse

ecosystem and experienced human resources, Athos Meta will surprise investors with its certainty,
transparency, and long-term profits.

Born in early 2022. Athos Meta is a decentralized blockchain and orients itself to be the first

ecosystem owning 4 spectacular areas: Auto Bot Trade, Farming, Staking, Gaming that brings
maximum profit to investors and holders. The money will be automatically generated and be
returned to your wallet constantly daily. We are transparent in finance and in every step of our

team. We strive to improve our ecosystem along with KYC and audit, hoping investors feel secure
when accompanying Athos Meta. Let's work together in harmony to expand the Athos Meta

ecosystem where each project will explore new lands and we will name them as the Athos Meta
property.

II. ATHOS META VISION
To be the first blockchain possessing the ultimate number 1 referral mechanism that is
compatible with all 4 functions.
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III. CORE VALUES
Transparency and Faith
We work to ensure that openness, appropriate standards and communication
flow through the Athos Meta ecosystem. We help shape legislation and

commercial standards, providing stakeholder accountability and prioritizing

transparency, appropriateness, clarity, and comprehensiveness across all

aspects of the ecosystem. Moreover, we have clear KYC and AUDIT procedures,
creating peace of mind for investors.

We have a wide range of social networks: Twitter, medium, telegram, bitcointalk,
discord.. encourage people to communicate actively and boldly share honest

views and opinions. Our purpose is to build many communities and publish

information as much as possible on that, everyone can analyze and objectively
evaluate together, admins are always available to help.

Sustainability

The longer you stay with Athos Meta, the more rewards and profit you get.

Facilitating partnerships

We feature cooperation. With active collaboration and openness, we can drive

collective success, accelerate interoperability and unlock value for Athos Meta
Ecosystem.

Shaping legislation and commercial standards
We actively engage with and work alongside policymakers, law-making bodies,
regulators, politicians, and the academic community to lay the fundamental
groundwork for this revolutionary technology. We are here to engage in and drive
global conversations around decentralized infrastructure.
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IV. DISCLAIMER
This Athos Meta Whitepaper (the “Whitepaper”) has been prepared by Athos Meta for

information and illustration purposes only. It is not a statement of future intent. Where this

Whitepaper contains information that has been obtained from third party sources, ATHOS META
has not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of such information.

The Whitepaper may include estimates and forecasts of future financial performance.

Those estimations involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties which may cause the
estimated results to be materially different from any future outcomes. ATHOS META does not

make or purport to make, and hereby disclaims, any representation, warranty or undertaking

(expressly or impliedly) in any form whatsoever to any entity or person, including any
representation, warranty or undertaking in relation to the accuracy and completeness of any of

the information set out in this Whitepaper. There is no liability if anything in the Whitepaper does

not materialise. This Whitepaper is intended to be used by prospective investors who are
familiar with the business and affairs of ATHOS META.

This Whitepaper is not intended to provide as the sole basis for evaluating the risk, and

should not be considered as a recommendation with respect to, any transaction or any
purchase decision. Each prospective investor should evaluate all risks and uncertainties
associated herein. This Whitepaper is not intended and does not constitute a prospectus or

offering document, and is not an offer to sell any securities or a solicitation to sell or purchase

any securities in any jurisdiction. ATHOS META does not provide or arrange any financing for any
transaction to purchase any security in connection with this Whitepaper.

This Whitepaper is for information purposes only and may be subject to change without

prior notice. There is no obligation for ATHOS META to amend, modify or update this Whitepaper

or to notify any investor if any information in this Whitepaper changes or subsequently becomes
inaccurate.

Nothing in this Whitepaper constitutes any legal, financial, or tax advice and each

investor is advised to consult his own legal, financial, tax or other professional adviser regarding

the impact of the transactions or matters described in this Whitepaper. Any statements

contained herein in relation to tax matters is not intended to be used by any taxpayer for the
purpose of avoiding any tax penalties that may be imposed on any taxpayer. No part of this

Whitepaper is to be copied, reproduced, distributed or disseminated in any way without the prior
written consent of ATHOS META.
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V. ATHOS META CORPORATE LADDER
Referral Mechanism is our project highlight and this is a firm foundation between us and

brokers corporation. For brokers following convenience, we apply a ranking system as below:

Sharer: Have to name them are workaholic cuz they’re
very passionate in sharing.

Apprentice: It is first step that is troublesome, but we love
their motivation.

Maker: That person is really potential and having a huge
ambitious.

Master: Experience is the best teacher. Keeping steady
your daily job, you gonna be versed in this field soon.

Entrepreneur: He has wrapped up his work for continuous
10.000 working hours. He’s now on the top of the laurel
he’s always dreamed of.

Each level has a profound and meaningful badge, no matter if you are a sharer or have

reached to the highest levels - Entrepreneur, you will get a badge for your strong spirit and
continuous effort from Athos Meta.
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VI. ATHOS META SPECIALITY
This project apply ONLY 1 REFERRAL MECHANISM FOR ALL 4 FUNCTIONS THAT OWNING

VERY ATTRACTIVE RATIO 7/3: 7 for investor and 3 for 10 levels of broker system that definitely
satisfy the most savage one.

70%

INVESTOR

30%
BROKERS

70% will be returned to investor’s wallet ( This 70% is withdrawn in $ATM or USD)
The remaining 30% is used to share to brokers ( This 30% is also withdrawn in $ATM or

USD). We will explain this 30% by “Start-Up from Zero program” for brokers with Athos Meta.
There is a tiny different commission calculation among them as follow:
For those invest in Bot Trade, the commission will be reckoned by WIN ORDERS.

For those who choose to join a Farming, Staking platform or play Fishing Game, the

earning will be calculated by DAILY TOTAL PROFIT.

Example: For Bot Trade function: It has winning orders worth 1000 USD, 70% of 1000 USD is

700 USD will be sent to the investor's wallet. The remaining 300 USD will be paid for 10 levels of
broker systems.

Be noted that: The more the merrier, the more people join in your system, the more
revenue you can earn! Because we apply only 1 referral mechanism for all 4 feature,

so that this time we will learn shortly about each function before analyzing the
referral mechanism deeper.
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VII. EA+AI BOT TRADE
1. Auto Bot Trade - Things under your control!

Everyone understands that it is possible to make a fortune on cryptocurrency, but few are

ready to sit at the monitor around the clock, peer at charts and analyze the market. That why we
create EA + AI Bot Trade, it’s help:

Automate your trading to get better and more consistent results.

Use pre-tuned strategies that just work, or realize your own automation ideas.

Crypto assets are always on your exchange account and are available for withdrawal at
any time.

Save time and more profitable earning than hand-made trading.

Auto Bot Feature:
Unlimited trading pair:

You can choose any pair of coins for trading, there are no restrictions to the number
of active trading pairs with Athos Bot Trade which help you maximize your profit.
Powerful browser interface
- Using the interface, you can easily manage your trading strategies, assign them

to trading pairs and make changes on the fly. The dashboard shows all recent
trades and wallet balances.

- The interface is optimized for mobile devices, supports two factor authentication
and can be served via https.

Athos Meta’s Dapp Notification:

- Updating the trading orders in the fastest way, you won’t miss signals.
- Get profit/loss statistics for all your trading pairs.
- Updating orders day and time

- Quickly modify settings on the go, like enabling or disabling pairs.
- Get push notifications for every executed trade.

- Easily get an overview of recent trades, you can even filter by pair.
Effectively handle falling markets by DCA campaign

This allows you to reach a lower average price per unit when prices move down,
making for a lower possible profitable exit price.
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Compatible with a number of Exchanges
The exchanges are listed below:

We are on the way to update more Exchanges for your choices.
Leverage trading

Grab the opportunity of making profits with STABLE leverages x5 meaning that you
won't have to risk much to gain lots.

Bot Trade Policy: Get Rich? Piece of cake!
How does the bot trade work?

Possessing a team of professional programmers who have been through more
than 7 years of experience in the crypto market, we have developed a trading bot

that owns the outstanding properties: minimizes risks for investors and brings daily
stable profits.

Different from other trading bots currently out there, Athos Meta's Bot Trade is

named EA + AI Bot Trade, which means our Bot is a distillation of all Bot lines
essence in the market.

2. Advantages of EA+AI Bot Trade from Athos Meta
Pre-programmed trading strategies on the computer that why it is unnecessary for

investor intervention.

Trading action is continuous on 24/7 and only make orders when all conditions have

been satisfied.

Leverage per order is x5.
Eliminate emotion when trading, help investors optimize business strategies and increase

profit opportunities.

Automatically coordinate cash flow to diminish risks.
Split investment capital carefully, for each order, Bot Trade takes only 1% of the total

investment capital to minimize the risk of account burning and avoid unprecedented
fluctuations.

A profit order will achieve a profit of 5 - 10%. A loss order will be negative 30% of the

account.
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Each trade order will take place within 2 hours and there will be the following cases:
After 2 hours, the order has a profit of 5 - 10% or a maximum loss of 30%, the EA + AI Bot will

close the order

Less than 2 hours, the order reaches a profit of 5-10% or a maximum loss of 30%, the Bot

automatically closes the order immediately.

If after 2 hours, the order has not reached the desired profit from 5- 10% or the loss is less

than 30%, the Bot will close the order to minimize the risk of holding the order for too long, causing
a reverse reaction.

When EA + AI Bot Trade makes an order, we have a technical team that closely monitors

this process, so we will always intervene in time to the bot to preserve investors' capital and
achieve the interest rate commitment monthly for investors.

3. EA + AI bot trade policy:
Bot rental cost $30/ lifetime. AThos Meta Team will use this 30$ for:

First 10$ used for buying $ATM to burn. The total of $ATM burning will be announced

monthly for investor update.

Next 10$ used for paying F1 and the last 10$ will be pay for F2 and F3 .

Apply 7/3 ratio in calculating broker commission: the interest/ profit for those who invest

in Bot Trade or good at building system only or be versed in both, we will reckon by winning
orders.

$10
F1
F2
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$5

$10
F3

$5

VIII. ATHOS META FARMING
Yield Farms allow users to earn $ATM while supporting Athos Meta by staking LP Tokens.

1. What you like about Athos Yield Farming:
Attractive rates of APR range from 62.88% to 164.76%
APR of 107.04% on stablecoins
No lock-up period
Great reputation

Fully decentralized platform

Automatically earn interest on supported tokens
Withdraw your tokens at any time
No penalties on withdrawals

Deposit funds in crypto or US dollars
Perfect for beginners

Supports more than 250+ coins

Find out the sustainable APY for pairs coin in the table below:
Pairs
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APR %
Minimum

Maximum

ATM-BNB

77.4

128.4

ATM-BUSD

107.04

137.52

ATM-CAKE

69.96

100.2

ATM-NEAR

62.88

144

ATM-UNI

79.56

164.76

2. Why does AThos Meta choose 5 of these coins to get paired with ATM?
During the process of farming platform development, we did a lot of calculation in

choosing coins that can be paired with $ATM, and finally we chose 5 coins namely: BNB, BUSD
UNI, CAKE, NEAR with reason as follows:

These are coins that have a good reputation and bring real value to the crypto

community.

Each coin represents a solid project that can set a new trend in this market.

They have raised steadily since launched, and now still maintain a stable value in the

downtrend season.

With all reason aboved, We strongly believe that, when the uptrend season comes back,

these coins will recover and grow quickly, helping investors make huge profits from Athos Meta's
farming platform.

3. Reward calculations
Yield Farm APR calculations include both:

LP rewards APR earned through providing liquidity and.

Farm base rewards APR earned staking LP Tokens in the Farm.

Why? Because when you stake your LP tokens in a farm to earn an $ATM, you're still

providing liquidity to the liquidity pool, so you earn LP rewards as well!

4. Calculating Farm Base Reward APR
The Farm Base APR is calculated according to the farm multiplier and the total amount

of liquidity in the farm -- this is the amount of ATM distributed to the farm.

5. Calculating LP Reward APR
On top of that, farmers receive LP rewards for providing liquidity.

Note: Farming with Athos Meta, you can withdraw any time without paying a fee.
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IX. STAKING ATHOS META
What are Multiverse Pools?

Multiverse Pools are an effective way to earn free tokens on Athos Meta. Stake $ATM,

earn free tokens. It’s a piece of cake.

Unlike existing staking platforms, Multiverse Pool from Athos Meta not only allows

investors to make money from staking $ATM, Athos Meta also expands investment channels
by staking top coins currently on.

With optimal interest payment mechanism and attractive interest rate of from 12% -

25%/ month. Investors are completely assured by the automatic profit mechanism and
commitment to optimal interest payment from Athos Meta.

STAKING
ATHOS META

Interest rate when staking ATM and BNB coin
$ATM:

Staking in 6 months: 12 - 17%/ month

Staking in 12 months: 15 - 25%/ month
Withdraw fee: Free
$BNB and $BUSD

Staking in 6 months: 10 - 15%/ month

Staking in 12 months: 15 - 20%/ month
Withdraw fee: 3%
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X. P2E FISHING GAME ATHOS META
"Be an outstanding sniper with Athos Meta Fish Gaming" - Each player is a legend by

choosing the best fishing gun and state-of-the-art weapons to go and catch fish. Stress is away
and money is around!

FishingGame is never dull since you can always ask your actual friends to join you in the

game and hunt loot from the treasure island of blockchain. Welcome on board, our snipers!

FishingGame magical fish and NFT gun assets will accompany you to the future

Metaverse, battling other players and safeguarding you from its hazards. Fishing Game is a
simple game for everyone, and it does not require a lot of effort to play.

Athos Meta' fish shooting game is a P2E model, the more you play, the more $ATM you earn.
We have established many rooms for users' hobbies. Different rooms have different items,

different gun levels and corresponding rewards.

In particular, we designed some super rooms!!. This is very exciting and has a lot of

rewards in this room. Trying to become an impressive sniper and be well equipped with your gun
by the number of pricey items, you will be qualified to join in this kind of room.
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Playing Game Guideline
Owning some $ATM to buy BOX.
Use $ATM to buy boxes and open it to find out NFT’s - NFT in this game means guns,

upgrading items…

Choose the room you like and let’s rock!!
Upgrading your skills, your weapons to join in our super room to get more $ATM.
Please note that: $ATM we collected from selling boxes for users, this amount of $ATM will
be burned all for inflation reducing.

XI. REFERRAL MECHANISM ATHOS META
As I mentioned above, Athos Meta has 4 functions in total: Bot Trade, Farming, Staking,

Fishing Game. For investors sake and brokers following convenience, we apply only 1 broker
program for all 4 features.

However, there is a little different commission calculation among them as follow:
For those invest in Bot Trade, the commission will be reckoned by WIN ORDERS.
For those who choose to join a Farming, Staking platform or play Fishing Game, the

earning will be calculated by DAILY TOTAL PROFIT.
Below is a Referral Mechanism Guideline:
For Bot Trade feature:

Bot Rental Cost: $30/ lifetime, and Athos Meta will be divided into 3 parts: First $10 will be

used to buy $ATM to burn for inflation reducing. The next $10 will be paid for F1, $10 last is paid for
F2 ($5) and F3 ($5).

Bot Trade profits/ commission are worked out by win orders with ratio 7/3.
For example: The winning order is $1000.
70% of $1000 is $700 will be returned to investor wallet.
30% of $1000 is $300 is used to pay for 10 levels of brokers system ( from F1 to F10).
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$700

investor

$300
F1 to F10

In the more clearer way:
Broker Free Bot - Sharer Badge ( those who don’t want to spend $30 for Bot renting or

investing in Bot Trade): Brokers can invite people to invest in the Bot Trade to get commision.
With 1 person investing in a Bot, brokers earn $10 and 30% of F1 profit.
So the profit that broker earn: $10 + 30% of $300 = $100
Broker Bot - Apprentice Badge ( those who spend $30 for the Bot and invest in Bot Trade

with a minimum amount is $100). Brokers get 50%F1 to F3

Total broker profit: 50%F1 + 50% F2 + 50% F3 = $150 + $75 + $37.5 = $262.5
Broker Bot and having 10F1 in the system along with each F1 investing $500 in Bot trade,

and there are 2 branches that meet $30.000 turnover condition in total. Broker go to Level 1 Maker Badge and get 50% F1 to F5

Total broker profit: 50%(F1 to F5) = $150 + $75 + $37.5 + $18.75 + $9.375 = $290.6
Broker Bot and having 2 people go to Level 1, broker now is Level 2 with Master Badge

correspond and get 50% of 8 levels profit

Total broker profit: 50% ( from F1 to F8) is $297.6
Broker Bot and having 2 people in the system go to Level 2, brokers now go to Level 3 and

reach the most valuable badge - Entrepreneur and get maximum 50% of 10 levels profit.
Total profit: 50%(from F1 to F10) is $299,36

Users just keep applying this calculation for Farming, Staking platform and Fishing

Game, for these 3 features, profit will be worked out by daily total profit instead of win orders,
you will get the same numbers, same profit.

Just remember that, the more the merrier, the bigger your system is, the bigger profit will

pour into your wallet.
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XII. TOKENOMICS
Token Allocation

Total supply: 600.000.000

3%
(18.000.000)
Marketing/Referral

5%
(30.000.000)
Private Sale
10%
(60.000.000)
Public Sale
5%
(30.000.000)
Team

2%
(12.000.000)
Community

3%
(18.000.000)
Partnership

7%
(42.000.000)
Liquidity

20%
(120.000.000)
Farming

20%
(120.000.000)
Staking

Raise

Seed

200 BNB

Public

1200 BNB

Private Sale

Decimals: 18

5%
(30.000.000)
Seed

20%
(120.000.000)
Play-To-Earn

Round

Symbol: ATM

400 BNB

Token
Allocation

Vesting over
Months

Cliff in
Months

Seed

30.000.000

12

6

10% TGE, 6 months cliff,
then linear vesting over 12 months

Private Sale

30.000.000

12

6

10% TGE, 6 months cliff,
then linear vesting over 12 months

Team

30.000.000

12

12

0% TGE, 12 months cliff,
then linear vesting over 12 months

Partnership

18.000.000

6

6

10% TGE, 6 months cliff,
then linear vesting over 6 months

Community

12.000.000

6

0

10% TGE, then linear
vesting over 6 months

Marketing/
Referral

18.000.000

6

3

10% TGE, 3 months cliff,
then linear vesting over 9 months

Tokens that are not sold out in Seed and Private will be burned
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XIII. ROADMAP
PHASE 1

- Gather Athos Meta team

- Generate idea for AThos Meta Ecosystem
- Design website

- Prepare white paper

- Outline marketing campaign

- Build community on Telegram, Twitter, Discord,
Medium

- Airdrop and Bounty campaign

- Technical structure for the interface
- Create Trading engine

- TradingView integration

- Integration of Binance, Okex, Mexc, Houbi, Gate
- Multicurrency functions

- Athos Dapp notification

- UI/UX Design Implemented

- Metamask, Trust wallet integration

- Release Bot Trade and launch staking 1 top
coins program

PHASE 2

Complete and release Staking Platform with 2 stable coins: BNB, BUSD

Push hard Marketing campaign -

KOLs, Influencers coporation -

Carry-out Airdrop distribution procedure KYC and Audit with ContractChecker -

Tokenomic Distribution -

Open Seed Round and Private Sale on Athos Meta website

Listing $ATM on CoinmarketCap Presale $ATM on Pinksale -

Listing $ATM on Pancakeswap -

Coingecko and Bitcoin.com listing Game Design -

Fish Gaming concept -

Release General Athos Meta Farming structure
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PHASE 3

- Choose Farming Pair

- Release Staking with $ATM

- Interest and APY for Farming

- Keeping pushing marketing campaign
- Negotiate with KOLs, influencers

- Release Farming system with 5 pairs coin
- Art gaming design concept
- Business plan for NFT
- Airdrop game event

- Working with VC and Backers.

PHASE 4
Marketplace -

Fish Gaming testnet version -

Fishing guns equipment features upgrading
Community event and competitions -

Game release New features on Fishing -

Town game: New map, New In-game -

Items, New NFTs -

Game release 1.1 - Mobile (Android and - IOS) Mainet game releasing -

PHASE 5
- Listing $ATM on CEX: Bybit, Gate, MECX
- Expand marketing campaign to raise
$ATM value

- Updating Farming functions with 3 more pair

coins: ADA - ATM, HOT CROSS - ATM, DOT - ATM

- Press PR release

- Dextools, Coinzilla advertisement
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